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HALACHIC AND HASHKAFIC ISSUES IN

CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY
77 - SCIENCE AND CHAZAL - PART 2
OU ISRAEL CENTER - WINTER 2017/2018

A] REVIEW FROM PART 1: KILLING LICE - THE HALACHA
`l` xfril` iaxc dilr opax ibilt `l o`k cr - sqei ax dl siwzn .zaya lnb bxedk zaya dpik bxedd xne` `"x `ipzc
ayei xn xn`de !?daxe dxt oi` dpike iia` l"` ... ibilt `l oiaxe oixtc miynxe mivwy x`y la` daxe dxt dpi`c dpika
mipik ivia ixwinc `ed `pin !mipik ivia cre min`x ipxwn ofe d"awd

1.

.fw zay

Killing animals on Shabbat is one of the 39 melachot. However, according to one view in the Gemara, killing lice was not
included in this prohibition since they do not reproduce sexually like other creatures, but rather generate spontaneously.

dbxdl xzen ,dpk la` ... ebxdl xeq`e ,evwere exya lr `ed k"`` ecevl xeq` ... yerxt

2.

h:fhy g‡e` r‡ey

This view is accepted as the halacha without any dissent and is ruled in the Shulchan Aruch and subsequently in the
Mishna Berura - early 20th Century.
The modern scientific understanding however is that ALL biological life is generated only from other biological life and not
spontaneously.

B] RESOLVING THE PROBLEM
We saw 3 possible solutions in Part 1:
(i) That the lice that Chazal were talking about are different to those of today. This would also have to be true of the lice in the time of
the Mishna Berura, which is a difficult proposition.
(ii) Nishtane Hateva - that nature has changed and the lice which USED to spontaneously generate no longer do so.
(iii) That science is simply incorrect and in fact lice still do spontaneously generate.

B1]

SOLUTION 4 - SCIENCE MAY BE CORRECT: CHAZAL WERE SPIRITUAL GIANTS AND NOT
SCIENTISTS

miviad on ded didiy in didi ig lra lkc eazke ercie e`xe ehiad zeclezd inkgy epipnfac `pin` `pitzqnc e`l i`
aeig wtqa envr qipki l`e dpik `le yerxt `l bexdi `le mdn wgxi eytp xney k‰` zexexa zei`xa egiked df lke
ik ...... reaw lfne xfeg lblba enk mdixacl eceie exfgi d‰` zei`x l`xyi inkg ernyi m`c `pin` dfd xacae .zh`g
rav`a exed xfeg lblbe reaw lfn oipra d‰` inkgl ecede exfgy l`xyi inkge ......xaca oiniiw op` lwdl `le xingdl
`le ziyep`d dxiwgde lkyd itn minrtl md mb exac l`xyi inkgc `l` md dlawd itn ‡nba exnzi`c ilin lk e`lc
d‰` zei`x lk iptn aeyl `le mzlawa wfgzdl mdl did ?zecedl mdl dnl k‰l`c dlawd itn

3.

dxeq`d dciv jxr wgvi cgt

Rav Yitzchak Lampronti (Italy 17C) took the view that the halacha should be altered (albeit to be more stringent) and that
we should NOT kill lice on Shabbat. His argument is that Chazal were not scientists and did not receive their scientific
understanding as part of the tradition from Har Sinai. Rather, Chazal adopted the scientific understanding of their time,
which could have been flawed. He states that if Chazal were around today they would certainly alter their psak based on
modern science. He brings as a proof for this a Gemara in Pesachim.
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meia :mixne` mlerd zene` inkge .riwxd on dlrnl dlilae ,riwxd on dhnl zkldn dng meia :mixne` l`xyi inkg
epixacn odixac oi`xpe :iax xn` .rwxwd on dhnl dlilae ,riwxd on dhnl zkldn dng

4.

:cv migqt

The Gemara records a debate between Chazal and sages of the non-Jewish world. Chazal felt that, at night, the sun
moved out beyond the sky and returned (unseen) to its starting point for the next sunrise. The non-Jews thought that, at
night, the sun was travelling unseen around the other side of the world.1 Rebbi (Rabbi Yehudah Hanasi - the compiler of
the Mishna) felt that the non-Jewish sages were correct and said as much!

zexqg mdd mipnfa eid micenild zenkgd ik .`vnp oiprdy dnl dpekzd oiprn edexkfy dn lr mikqiy ipnn ywaz `le
inkgn merny xy`n e` mdd mipipra mdd zexecd inkg md xy`n la` .mi`iapd on dlaw jxc lr mda exac `le
.mdd zexecd

5.

ci:b mikeapd dxen

Do not ask me to reconcile everything that they (the Sages) stated about astronomy with the actual reality, for the science of those days
was deficient, and they did not speak out of traditions from the prophets regarding these matters, but rather as wise men in that
generation on those issues or from what they had heard from the sages of that generation.

6.

Similarly, Rav Sherira Gaon (or possibly his son, Rav Hai Gaon) took the same approach regarding the medical cures
suggested in the Talmud. N.B. this is an entirely different approach to this issue than that taken in ‘nishtane hateva’.

7.

The great excellence of the Sages of the Talmud in the interpretation of the Torah and the investigation of all its rules and
details does not oblige us to accept all their statements in the spheres of medicine, natural science or astronomy. Nor need
we believe them [in these matters] as we believe them in the interpretation of the Torah, since its deepest wisdom is theirs
and it is their task to teach it to all
Maamar al ha-Derashot, Ein Yaakov, p. XIV. (trans from R. Aryeh Carmell - Freedom to Interpret p. 6)2

8.

In my opinion, the first principle that every student of Chazal’s statements must keep before his eyes is the following: Chazal
were the sages of God’s law - the receivers, transmitters and teachers of His toros, His mitzvos and His interpersonal laws. They
did not especially master the natural sciences, geometry, astronomy or medicine - except insofar as they needed them for
knowing, observing and fulfilling the Torah. We do not find that this knowledge was transmitted to them from Sinai ..... We find
that Chazal themselves considered the wisdom of the gentile scholars equal to their own in the natural sciences. To determine
who was right in areas where the gentile sages disagreed with their own knowledge, they did not rely on their tradition but on
reason. Moreover they even respected the opinion of the gentile scholars, admitting when the opinion of the latter seemed
more correct than their own.
Rav S.R. Hirsch - Trusting the Torah’s Sages, Chapter 4

1. This is not necessarily a debate as to whether the earth is round or flat.
2. See the full text of Rav Aryeh Carmell’s Freedom to Interpret at http://www.yasharbooks.com/freedom%20to%20interpret.pdf
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on cg`k df oipr dpne .m"anxd oa mdxa` 'xe oe`b `xixy ax ixac `iany c"q c"it mdxa` znyp 'qa izi`x melde
`iadl did oekpc (xtqd yixa) f"r xird `"hily j`axrei` f"yxbde .cenlza ze`aend ze`etxa ynzydl oi`y minrhd
`xixy ax ixac lr wlegy df `ed in `"hily f"yxbdl izl`ye .minrhd x`yk `ed xwirde 'mixne` yi' mya ef dhiy
lekiy edyin yi m` elit` e` wleg ynny edyin yi m` xkef ippi` zrk :l"fe il azke ?m"anxd oa mdxa` 'xe oe`b
ikxca rcid xetiy iptn llk exikfd `le rahd iepiy ly mrhd eazk miaxe li`edc izpeeky okzi j` .mdilr welgl
zrcly s` zay zk`ln mixizny yi zay ipipray hxtae ,'mixne` yi' mya aezkl ie`xy izexird okl .epipnfa d`etxd
l"kr dpkq mey oi` mi`texd

9.

‡e wxta ytpde sebd zxiny xtql `ean

Rav Shlomo Zalman Auerbach understood this view to be a minority opinion, the majority view being that nature has
changed - Nishtane Hateva (see Part 1).

B2]

SOLUTION 5 - HALACHA IS INDEPENDENT OF THE APPARENT ‘REASONS’ BEHIND IT

10.

I have seen fit to note here that which I heard explicitly from Rav Dessler z’tl, when he was asked about certain laws for which
the reasons that have been given for them are inconsistent with the reality determined by scientists of later generations ... It is
ruled that one may kill a louse on Shabbos because the louse does not reproduce sexually (but spontaneously generates). Rav
Dessler said that with these and with similar cases the law is never changed, even though the reason is not initially
understandable to us. Rather, we must firmly grasp the law with both hands, whether for stringent or lenient ramifications.
The reason for this, explained Rav Dessler, is that Chazal knew the law as a tradition from earlier generations ... But with regard
to scientific explanations, it is not that the explanation mandates the law, but rather the opposite: that the law mandates an
explanation. The reason given in the Talmud is not the sole possible reason. And if, on occasion, they gave an explanation
according to the scientific knowledge of their day, we are obligated to search for other explanations which establish the law on
its basis according to the scientific knowledge or our day. Thus I heard from Rav Dessler zt’l.
According to this principle, we can perhaps say, for example, as follows:- ... it is a known principle that the halacha only
considers that which can be detected by the senses. According to this, perhaps we can say that since the egg of a louse is
extremely small, so much so that at the time of the giving of the Torah it could not be detected at all, the halacha does not
consider it at all, and the louse is rated as if it was born from the material which it grows in and consumes, and thus it rates as
a lower degree of life-form, for which there is no prohibition of taking a life. We can explain similarly for insects that grow in
fruit. The egg that the parent lays in the fruit, from which the insect hatches, cannot be seen at all and is considered as if it
does not exist.
Therefore, these insects are considered by the halacha as though they were born from the fruit itself, in which they grow, and
they are permitted to eat ....
All such matters can be explained in similar ways. And even if we do not find an appropriate reason, we shall believe with
perfect faithfulness that the law is a true law, and we shall look to Hashem to illuminate our eyes to find a fitting explanation.
d‡py ‡nr ‡c jxk edil`n azkn

11.

.... the Rav speaks of the two peaks, the two worlds of Torah and Western culture, and of the need for the individual to live on
both of these peaks, in both of these worlds, and to move back and forth between the two. And the Rav adds that though on the
one hand there is an abyss separating these two peaks, and that no one - not even the Rambam - succeeded in building a
complete and fully adequate bridge between them, on the other hand the peaks must be brought into contact, into
relationship with one another, they must understand one another. "We want the man who studies gemara to understand the
other peak, the entire physical-mathematical world and the philosophical interpretation of the world, differently than the dry
mathematical physicist who dwells entirely in the realm of the profane, in the secular work-a-day world; and we also want to
bring that experience, that understanding, that depth and exactitude that we acquire while on the other peak, the peak of
culture, into the peak of holiness, of Judaism, in order to deepen it and broaden it and gain new insights into it. We must bring
the beauty of Yefet into the tents of Shem."
Summary and extract from a 1958 address by Rav J.B. Soloveitchik to the Rabbinical Council of America
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I have not been perplexed by the impossibility of fitting the mystery of revelation into the framework of historical empiricism.
Moreover, I have not even been troubled by the theories of Biblical criticism which contradict the very foundations upon which
the sanctity and integrity of Scriptures rest. While it is true that in earlier generations the rabbinic scholars did feel it necessary
to defend Judaism against attacks from Christianity, Science and academic scholars – this is not typical of contemporary
Orthodoxy.
Rav Soloveitchik - Lonely Man of Faith, edited by David Shatz (New York: Doubleday, 1992), p. 10.

13.

Science is about explanation. Religion is about meaning. Science analyses, religion integrates. Science breaks things down to
their component parts. Religion binds people together in relationships of trust. Science tells us what is. Religion tells us what
ought to be. Science describes. Religion beckons, summons, calls. Science sees objects. Religion speaks to us as subjects.
Science practices detachment. Religion is the art of attachment, self to self, soul to soul. Science sees the underlying order of
the physical world. Religion hears the music beneath the noise. Science is the conquest of ignorance. Religion is the
redemption of solitude.
Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks The Great Partnership pp. 6-7

14.

If science is about the world that is, and religion is about the world that ought to be, then religion needs science because we
cannot apply God’s will to the world if we do not understand the world. If we try to, the result will be magic or misplaced
supernaturalism. We will rely on miracles – and the rabbis ruled, ‘Don’t rely on miracles.’ By the same token, science needs
religion, or at the very least, some philosophical understanding of the human condition and our place within the universe, for
each fresh item of knowledge and each new accession of power raises the question of how it should be used, and for that we
need another way of thinking.
The Great Partnership p. 214

15.

Jewish scholarship has never regarded the Bible as a textbook of physical or even abstract doctrines. In its view the main
emphasis of the Bible is always on the ethical and social structure and development of life on earth; that is, on the observance
of laws through which the momentous events of our nation’s history are converted from abstract truths into concrete
convictions. That is why Jewish scholarship regards the Bible as speaking consistently in “human language;” the Bible does
not describe things in terms of objective truths known only to God, but in terms of human understanding, which is, after all, the
basis for human language and expression.
Rav S. R. Hirsch (Collected Writings vol 7 page 57)

16.

This has absolutely nothing to do with the social and political status of the woman in antiquity. The chazaka is not based on
sociological factors but on a [verse] in Bereishit “and your desire shall be to your husband” ... It is not a psychological fact, it
is an existential fact ... To say that ‘tav lemeitiv tan du milemeitiv armelu’ was due to the inferior political or social status of
women at that time is simply misunderstanding the chazaka ... Not only the halachot but also the chazakot [our Sages of
blessed memory] introduced are indestructible. You must not tamper, not only with the halachot, but even with the chazakot.
For the chazakot spoke ... not upon transient psychological behavioral patterns, but on permanent ontological principles
rooted in the very depths of the metaphysical human personality, which is as changeless as the heavens above3

“Surrendering to the Almighty” - an address delivered by Rav J.B. Soloveitchik to the Rabbinical Council of America in Nov
1975 - printed Jewish Press Oct 16 1998, p32

Rav Soloveitchik understood that halachic principles are existential halachic facts without a social or historical context.

17.

Objectification reaches its highest expression in the halacha. Halacha is the act of seizing the subjective flow and converting it
into enduring and tangible magnitudes. It is the crystallization of the fleeting individual experience into fixed principles and
universal norms. In short, halacha is the objectifying instrument of our religious consciousness, the form-principle of the
transcendental act, the matrix in which the amorphous religious hylo is cast.
Halachic Mind - Rav J.B. Soloveitchik Part IV:1 (p85)

3. My emphasis
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... `nlr miiwne `ziixe`a da lkzqn yp xa .`nlr `xae `ziixe`a lkzq` `ed jixa `ycew

18.

:`qw dnexz zyxt (zeny) a jxk xdef

The principle of the objective reality of halacha is based on a mystical idea found in the Zohar that the Torah pre-existed
the world and God used the Torah as a blueprint for the world. As such, Torah does not reflect the world but rather the
physical world is a reflection of the reality of Torah.

`a`d `ed oae`xy ze`cea lelyl xyt` mcd beq zewica ici lry reci :dipyd ezl`y l"fe .dipyd ezl`yl dfa `ea`e
ipica mewn qtez dize`veze dwica m`d (`a`d `edy okziy wx - `a`d ok `edy `ceel xyt` i` mrt s`) cli ly
oaeld rixfn eia` ,en`e eia`e d"awd mc`a yi oitzey dyly x"z :`zi` (.`l) dcp 'qna :onwlck epaiy`e .l"kr dxez
,oiray xegye zexrye xyae xer epnny mce` zrxfn en` ,oiray oaele ey`xay gene mipxtve micibe zenvr epnny
zedbdae .mcd (dpey`xae y`xa cer ile`e) dfa lelky xexa zrxfn dy`dy mce`a dpde .'eke dnype gex ea ozep d"awde
mc zedif dy`d on `a mcdy oeikn k"`e ... (ep `zli`y exzi) zezli`ya mb `icda k"ke ‡mce, :'nba `icda dibn l"f `"xbd
ipelty hilgdl df jezn xyt` i`e ... .epnn `a `l oad mcy zeida eia`l oa oia `l la` en`l oa oia reawle zeidl leki
.clid ia` eppi`

19.

(1977) cw oniq bi wlg xfril` uiv z"ey

This can impact directly on halachic psak - here as to whether a medical blood test can be used to establish paternity
issues, when the Gemara explicitly says that the blood comes to a child from the mother’s side. The Gemara is not
dictating medical reality but halachic reality.
This approach sees science and halacha as two entirely separate systems. The halacha commands an a priori validity which is entirely
independent of scientific backing. In this way the threat of science to religion can be removed in order to give room for the Tora U’Mada
philosophy of Rav Soloveitchik - the pursuit of both Torah and secular knowledge as a mutually beneficial exercise.

B3]

SOLUTION 6 - HALACHA AS A DIVINE REVELATION OF THE ‘2000 YEARS OF TORAH’

The Torah forbids eating an animal which is a ‘treifa’. Chazal (Chulin 57b) define a treifa as being an animal which has a physical
defect such that it cannot live for 12 months and they go onto define those illnesses which fit into this category. According to modern
science, animals with some of the signs of being a treifa are now able to live more than 12 months. Does that mean they are now
kosher? Others animals which the Talmud says could live with a certain injury seem to us to have no chance of living. Does that mean
they are now treif?

20.

It appears that Hashem creates cures even for treifot ... but these were not revealed in every generation and in every place, and
there were those that were revealed and then forgotten. Everything was arranged and set out by the Creator at the beginning of
creation, and it was given over to the Sages to establish treifot according to the holy spirit that was displayed upon them ... The
establishment of treifot was according to the Divine Providence at that time. And those diseases which were fatal at that time,
for which the Holy One did not give a cure to his creations at that time, are the treifot which are forbidden by the Torah, whether
at that time or in future generations.
b:d c‡ei yi` oefg

The poskim agree that (unlike the examples of ‘nishtane hateva’ seen above, where the halacha did change with a change
in nature), certain other halachic definitions are fixed - in the case of treifot as a halacha leMoshe miSinai - and do not
change. The Chazon Ish understands that the connection between science and halacha effectively expired at the end of
the 2000 years of Torah (from Avraham to the writing of the Mishna). Whatever scientific understanding Chazal
possessed at that stage will be the metaphysical basis for determining halacha for all time.

B4]

SOLUTION 7 - CHAZAL ARE SPEAKING IN METAPHORS FOR DEEPER ISSUES

z` exagy lr `ltzp recne .lyne dcig jxca `l` mpi` zilkzd mdy miabypd mixaca dnkgd ilra lk ixacy itl
?!miipend milty mixaca mze` ence lyn jxca dnkgd

21.

` dpyn i wxt oixcdpq zkqn m"anxl dpynd yexit

Chazal often cloak complex ideas in parables and the language of common people. In all cases, Chazal must not be
taken simply at face-value!
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B4] SOLUTION 8 - CHAZAL MAY BE DEALING WITH HALACHIC SCENARIOS TO COME ...
- xyad cbpky dnc`a rbepd s` :xne` dcedi iax .xedh - dnc`a ;`nh - xyaa rbepd ,dnc` eivge xya eivgy xakr ........
`nh

22.

e:h oileg dpyn

The Mishna deals with the case of a mouse which is half organic and half inorganic regarding the halachot of tumah.
This kind of creature is unknown to science, but ......

Science has produced a mouse with an ear-shaped cartilage on its
back. This is not a real human ear but was grown by seeding cow
cartilage cells into a biodegradable ear-shaped mold and then
implanted under the skin of the mouse.

!ewiz ?xht inp dicic e`lc `nlc e` .xht `l dicic e`lc xht dicic ?edn dfl qpkpe dfn `vie mingx ipy wiacd

23.
.r oileg

One of the strange cases discussed in Chazal is where two animals are backed together and a foetus leaves one and goes
up into the other and then emerges for a second time. The question relates to the status of whether the second ‘mother’
is considered a halachic mother to the foetus or not.

it lr s` edn dfl dfn `vie mingx ipy wiacd ... opixn`ck xky lawle yexcl q"yd oda ixiine giky `lc ogky` mixac dnk ...
...... mlerl `ai `ly

24.

cr d‡c :c zeaezk ‡qez

Tosafot regards this as one of those unfathomable discussions that Chazal gave us for the purposes of learning and
receiving reward for talmud Torah, but which have no practical application. This gemara is now one of the key
mekorot in the discussions surrounding surrogate motherhood!!

C] FURTHER READING
• All of the issues raised in these two shiurim can be found in much more detail in the books of Rabbi Natan Slifkin4 and (in response)
Rabbi Moshe Meiselman.5
• Rabbi Meiselman was one of Rabbi Slifkin’s greatest critics during the great Torah-Science controversy of 2004-5. He published his
thoughts in full in Torah, Chazal and Science
• Rabbi Slifkin responded in kind with over 25 detailed articles reviewing and critiquing Rabbi Meiselman’s book in detail.6
• The Great Partnership, R’ Jonathan Sacks
• In The Beginning, Nathan Aviezer
• Fossils and Faith, Nathan Aviezer
• The Science of God, Gerald Schroeder
• The Science in Torah, R’ Yehuda Levi
• Torah and Science, R’ Yehuda Levi
• Challenge, Cyril Domb & R’ Aryeh Carmell
• Encounter, H. Schimmel & R’ Aryeh Carmell

4. Rabbi Silfkin’s books can be found at http://zootorah.com/books/
5. His book - Torah, Chazal and Science can be found at https://www.amazon.com/Torah-Chazal-Science-Rabbi-Meiselman/dp/1600912435
6. These can be found at http://www.rationalistjudaism.com/2013/10/torah-chazal-and-science.html
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